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Abstract—The SmartRoom system is a service-oriented appli-
cation for assisting such collaboration activity as conference or
meeting in a room equipped with computing and presentational
devices and Internet access. The development is open source
and based on the Smart-M3 platform. In this paper, we consider
advanced scenarios for SmartRoom to enhance the latter with e-
Tourism services. We introduce a smart space based architecture
for this enhancement. We provide an ontology for represent-
ing and sharing the tourism-related information for service
construction. Based on the architecture and ontology, several
case study services are designed. In particular, we implement
a service for collaborative construction of a social program for
conference participants. The implemented service is integrated
into the SmartRoom system and demonstrates the feasibility of
the proposed design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tourism is large industry nowadays. Its growth shows
a significant year to year increase, and support from e-
services is clearly demanded on the market (e-Tourism). More
and more people become aware of e-Tourism advantages
for planning their activities [1], [2], [3]. Existing computing
environments for collaborative work can be enhanced with
the e-Tourism services to take own niche on the market. For
instance, such services can augment the primary collaboration
activity by automation and assistance in construction of a
social program and travel plan for the activity participants.

Development of e-Tourism services can utilize the emerg-
ing approach of smart spaces. In general, it creates comput-
ing environments for heterogeneous devices to share their
resources [4], [5]. The use of smart spaces in e-Tourism was
recently studied in [2], [6], [7]. In this paper, we consider
the case of SmartRoom system [8], which demonstrates the
use of smart spaces for one demanded application scenario.
SmartRoom provides a set of services for assisting such
collaboration activity as conferences or meetings. Personal
mobile devices are primary access and control points for
users [9]. The core services aim at support for intensive
in-room collaborative work using surrounding devices for
hosting the system.

The SmartRoom system creates a domain-specific knowl-
edge sharing environment (virtual shared workspaces) for col-
laboration activity of human participants. The system consists
of software agents that construct and deliver services in a
shared smart space—SmartRoom space. It makes localization
and relation of information in regard to the in-room area and
to information sources of participants. The implementation
is based on Smart-M3 [10]; the latter provides means for
creating and deploying a smart space in a given computing
environment. A semantic information broker (SIB) maintains
its smart space utilizing technologies from the Semantic
Web. Agents act as knowledge processors (KPs) that share
information and form cooperatively the smart space and its
services.

Based on our previous work [8], we consider SmartRoom
as a case study of the e-Tourism enhanced systems for
collaborative work. This paper makes the next development
step toward the SmartRoom enhancement. The development
includes design solutions and their implementation as well
as experimental deployments with the implemented software
prototype. We propose e-Tourism scenarios for advanced use
in SmartRoom collaborative activity. We develop a smart
space based architecture for this enhancement. We provide
an ontology for representing and sharing the tourism-related
information for service construction. Based on the architecture
and ontology, several services are designed for the case
study. In particular, we implement a service for collaborative
construction of social program for conference participants. In-
tegration of this service into the SmartRoom system success-
fully demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed solutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces possible scenarios for enhancing SmartRoom with
e-Tourism services. Section III describes our architecture for
integrating the services. Section IV presents our ontology
to extend the existing SmartRoom ontology for the service
integration. Section V provides our design solutions for the
selected services. Section VI considers implementation de-
tails for the case study—social program service. Section VII
concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Architectural scheme of enhancing the SmartRoom system with e-Tourism scenarios

II. E-TOURISM SCENARIOS FOR SMARTROOM

The core SmartRoom services are Presentation-service and
Agenda-service [8] (see Fig. 1, left): they are responsible for
information visualization on Presentation and Agenda screen,
respectively. Participants show their presentations using Pre-
sentation screen and have control on the multimedia visualiza-
tion. In parallel, the current activity program is visualized on
Agenda screen. The public screens are large-format displays
visible to all participants in the room. Other core SmartRoom
services information processors. For instance, Conference-
service constructs and dynamically maintains the activity
program. Each activity participant becomes a SmartRoom
user via her/his SmartRoom client—an agent running on the
personal mobile device [9] (e.g., smartphone or tablet).

The basic SmartRoom design supports enhancing the
system with new services [11], [8]. Enhancement of the core
services introduces additional assistance for the collaborative
work. The conceptual model is presented in Fig. 1 for the
studied e-Tourism case. We define and analyze the following
e-Tourism scenarios for this enhancement.

Social program for conference participants. In this sce-
nario, SmartRoom system assists such collaborative activity
as conference. Some SmartRoom participants are interested
in information about a possible social program. The latter
includes points of interests (POIs), which conference par-
ticipant can visit during the social event. The organizers
provide predefined POIs (e.g., a preliminary tour plan). Then

a participant can make decisions on her/his plans related to
the social activity on conference: which POIs are of personal
interest as well as preferred time of the visit.

This decision-making process is iterative: a participant
updates her/his decision depending on observable plans of
others. Based on the collected decisions, the organizers then
finalize the social program construction. The result includes:
(1) which groups to which POIs have been formed, (2)
timetable, and (3) transfer support. The scenario is primarily
oriented for use inside the room where the conference goes
on. The construction process and its results are dynamically
shown on public screens and on personal mobile devices.

SmartRoom in travel agency. This scenario assumes de-
ployment of SmartRoom in a travel agency or tourist center.
Participants are tourists that visit that agency. The services
assist in selection of interested tours. In this case, the Smart-
Room system supports such collaborative work as tourism
activity. Agency offers many tours available for sale. Each
tour contains information about POIs, related events, schedule
for visits, weather forecast, transport, accommodation, etc.
Most of this information is extracted in automated manner
from the external web services. A participant makes decisions
on her/his plans related to selection of tours.

Based on the collected participant’s decisions and interests
the tourist agency constructs a plan for tours. The result
includes (1) formed groups for tours and (2) travel timetable.
Presentation service and Agenda service become responsible
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for visualization of information on tours, timetable, and
groups. Importantly that users can receive this information
also using their personal mobile devices.

The above scenarios assume semantic relation of hetero-
geneous multi-source information. For instance, in addition
to photos and textual descriptions, historical information can
be associated with POIs [7]. The scenarios can be advanced
by utilization of runtime information on user presence in the
room, including physical and virtual (remote) presence. This
information can associated with network activity of personal
mobile devices. Basic SmartRoom scenarios with user pres-
ence detection were defined in our previous work [12]. Now
let us consider how they can be used in the e-Tourism-oriented
SmartRoom services.

User arrival. Before starting the collaboration activity,
the users arrive and gather in the room (first-time join)
and preparing/waiting the forthcoming activity. Detection of
user arrivals activates personalized welcome services and
provides runtime initialization for the collaboration activity.
For example, everyone can see who is ready to participate.
In additional, newcomers can be gently offered to install the
SmartRoom client.

User joins and leaves. Such dynamic evens are frequent
in SmartRoom. In the case of conference activity, real-time
status of every user provides information for maintaining the
activity agenda. For example, the system moves or cancels a
planned presentation if the speaker is absent, or excludes the
participant from social program.

Activity statistics. During the collaboration activity, per-
sonalized information about network activity is accumulated.
At the end of the activity a summary report is generated,
which describes the contribution for each user. Similar statis-
tics can be computed and provided to users during the activity.

III. HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE

The tourism-aware services for enhancing SmartRoom are
summarized in Table I. They include Social Program service,
Search service, and Web Page service. The architecture for
implementing the above e-Tourism scenarios based on these
services is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, a service is im-
plemented as a software agent (KP) running on a computer
(inside or outside the room). All services interact by sharing
information in the SmartRoom space.

TABLE I. SERVICES FOR ENHANCING SMARTROOM

Service Description
Social Program Control and construction of a social program based on available

POIs and tours to visit and the decisions of participants.

Search Information search for POIs and tours in external data sources
(e.g., photos in Flickr).

Web Page Generation of web pages based on service templates and sharing
the links in the SmartRoom space.

Fig. 2. Architecture for integrating the e-Tourism services to SmartRoom

Social program service provides each SmartRoom par-
ticipant with information about possible POIs in the so-
cial program. The corresponding agent runs on organizer’s
computer and provides the graphical interface for browsing
POIs information, watching decisions of the participants, and
constructed social program. The service interacts with Search
service and Web Page service.

Search service implements discovery and extraction of
photos as well as associated descriptions of the related POIs.
The search is limited with a certain area around the given
location (e.g., the place of conference). Other appropriate
touristic information can be found and extracted as well. The
result is shared in the SmartRoom space and then is used by
Social program service. Preferably, the corresponding agent
runs on a powerful server machine.

Web Page service constructs and keeps pages that contain
information to deliver to users. This use of web technologies
simplifies the service delivery and information visualization
on the client side. Note that for such web pages only their
links (URLs) are shared in the smart space. In recent imple-
mentation, the service supports Presentation service, Agenda
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service, and SmartRoom client. The service runs on a host
accessible as a web server in the Internet.

In the considered e-Tourism scenarios, Presentation ser-
vice and Agenda service become also responsible for visu-
alization of the produced touristic information. The latter is
represented in the form of web pages. Presentation service
displays the page with available POIs and the voting process
about them. Agenda service displays the social program,
which is constructed collaboratively by the participants.

IV. ONTOLOGICAL REPRESENTATION

Let us present an ontology for use of the considered e-
Tourism scenarios in SmartRoom. The latter already has the
specific ontology [8], which defines how the data related to
different services and users are represented in the SmartRoom
space. The ontology consists of two parts: service ontology
and user profile ontology. We extend this SmartRoom on-
tology for Social Program service as shown in Fig. 3. The
key properties are hasClientUrl, hasAgendaServiceUrl, and
hasPresentationServiceUrl. They are used for accessing to
user interface if the latter is implemented as a web application
(see our architecture in Fig. 2 above). Values of the properties
are published by Web Page service.

When organizers add a new instance of the suggested
social program, the corresponding individual of class So-
cialProgram is created and published in the SmartRoom
space. The individual establishes a relation with the service
individual. The following data properties are also set: social-
ProgramTitle, socialProgramLatitudeCoordinate, and so-
cialProgramLongitudeCoordinate. The last two properties
are needed for automated search of POIs.

Ontology for representing POIs in the SmartRoom space
is shown in Fig. 4. The primary individuals are Placeslot,
Place, and Photo.

Fig. 3. Ontology for Social Program service

Fig. 4. Ontology for POIs

Individual Placeslot has object property placeslotPre-
sentPlace to link with Place. The other object properties
placeslotPlusRate and placeslotMinusRate are to account
voting results of the participants. When new voting starts those
properties are cleaned. Individual SocialProgram (Fig. 2) has
no direct relation to Place (Fig. 4). The semantic relation
uses an intermediate individual Placeslot and object property
SocialProgramPresentPlaceslot.

Individuals Place and Photo are common for many
application domains [13]. The developed ontology provides
support for exploring new knowledge based on relations
between Person and Place. New POIs and related touristic
information can be searched automatically, based on recent
individuals Place and Photo in the SmartRoom space.

Our ontology provides semantic relations between partic-
ipants and POIs, similarly as it happens in [14], [15]. This
type of relations is established in the SmartRoom space, not
affecting external data sources. Such a relation is presented
in individual Place with property placeHasRelation. For
instance, historical information can be associated with a POI.
Also, a relation of a given POI and participant’s region can
be established, e.g., the architect of the building was from
certain country.

V. SERVICE DESIGN

Consider design details of the services listed in Table I (see
Section III). Social Program service is oriented to end-users;
the program is visualized on public screens or on personal
mobile devices. Search and Web Page services support this
primary service in content provision and delivery.
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A. Social Program service

Social Program service is constructed by a software agent.
It provides control to organizers and implements the construc-
tion of a social program based on content in the SmartRoom
space. The control function includes constructing a social
program, adding new POIs to the program, specifying the
initial information, initiating a search of media inforamtion.

The primary individuals for ontology-based construction
of a social program are Social Program and Placeslot. Ob-
ject property socialProgramPresentPlaceslot relates those
individuals. Individuals Place and Photo keep information
on POI and its pictures, respectively. This information is
provided by the other services. The service cooperation uses
notifications generating by Search and Web Page services.

In social program construction, a participant provides
her/his individual preferences and makes voting, similarly as
it is described in [16]. When a participant makes her/his vote
for POI, then Web Page service sends a notification to Social
Program service. The latter, in turn, processes the notification
and updates the program. Vote recalculation is stored in
individuals Placeslot due to properties placeslotPlusRating
and placeslotMinusRating for responsible individuals Per-
son. After that, Social Program service forms a new JSON
object and sends it to Web Page service. This object is used
further as content for web pages constructed and visualized
for participants.

Note that if SmartRoom is used in the scenario for
travel agency (tourist center) then there can be many tours
(programs) with various POIs. The service maintains a JSON
object with all suggested programs.

B. Search service

There are a lot of public data sources in the Internet with
tourist-aware information: description of POIs and events,
available tours, weather data and transport, accommodation,
etc. In particular, let us mention huge collections in such
image hosting web services as Flickr and Panoramio.

Search service allows discovering this information in open
web services. Descriptive information is extracted taking into
account the location of POI. Each found photo or picture is
represented in individual Photo with relation to appropriate
Place by object property placeHasPhoto.

C. Web Page service

Web Page service provides a way to effectively deliver
service result (content) to the users. On the user side, a typical
web browser function is needed only. The page construction is
dynamical and accepts parameters in the construction request.
The source content is taken from the SmartRoom space.

Every service, which needs construction of web pages,
defines own templates for web pages. Basically, a template
uses HTML and JavaScript. In advance, a template can use
CSS styles for more attractive view. URLs of constructed
pages are published in the SmartRoom space and can be
accessed through properties hasClientUrl, hasAgendaSer-
viceUrl, hasPresentationServiceUrl of individual Service.

There are global JSON objects, each keeps information
about the service. Such objects are used for content visual-
ization on the user side (JavaScript is used). They also can
be passed as parameters for generation of subsequent pages.

D. Interaction

Notification model. Interaction between the considered
services follows the notification model [17]. Whenever a
service publishes data some other services are notified about
the changes due to subscription. The notification model
describes a finite set of possible variants for services to
interact with each other. Each service subscribes to its own
notification types, each corresponds to an interaction variant
and represented as a set of RDF triples kept in the smart
space.

Our instance of the notification model is shown in Table II.
We use two types of notifications: simple and compound.
The latter uses an additional entity as a parameter. All
notifications act us one-to-one requests, excluding notification
updateServiceInformation for one-to-many action.

Activity individual. We use a particular case of ontology-
based subscription when it represents a persistent query to

TABLE II. NOTIFICATION MODEL FOR ETOURISM SCENARIOS

Name Description
Service Web Page

Called for updating web application
content of ServiceNotification startUpdateServicePage

Parameter Service
Service Social Program

Activate recalculation of votes for
PlaceNotification voteUpdate

Parameter Place
Service Presentation

Show Service on Presentation
screen

Notification startServiceMode
Parameter Service

Service Presentation Stop showing Service on
Presentation screen, switching to
conference activity program

Notification stopServiceMode
Parameter Service

Service Presentation
Update Service on Presentation
screen

Notification updateServicePage
Parameter Service

Service Agenda
Show Service on Agenda screenNotification startServiceMode

Parameter Service
Service Agenda Stop showing Service on Agenda

screen, switching to conference
activity program

Notification stopServiceMode
Parameter Service

Service Agenda
Update Service on Agenda screenNotification updateServicePage

Parameter Service
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detect changes in specified properties of a given individual.
When subscription is initialized, all updates, which are related
to the subscribed individual, are regularly sent to all the
subscribers. It results in increased load of the subscribers. For
reducing this load we introduce “activity individual”, which
virtually represents a particular activity in the SmartRoom
space.

When a service publishes an activity individual in the
smart space, this service also subscribes to the property
that represents “completion of processing”. When a service
finishes handling responded activities, this service sets status
of the activity to related property. In turn, sender receives
only one subscription event related to its individual and after
checking status of activity the service removes this individual.
The performance is improved since services subscribe only
to the information they need. Similar ideas for effective
interaction can be found in [18].

An example is shown in Fig. 5. The interaction between
Social Program service and Search service with an activity
individual is specified in Algorithm 1. Social Program service
and Search service interact using subscription to individual
SearchActivity. The latter contains the search parameters
(e.g., location of POI, type of search). Search service extracts
the parameters and accesses appropriate web services (e.g.,
for photo search it uses Flickr and Panoramio).

REST query. In interaction with Web Page service, we
assume this service has low information about other ser-
vices. In this case, the use of subscription becomes more
complicated, since the service must has knowledge about all
individuals. Web Page service acts as a mediator between the
smart space and the client side (web application). The required
interaction is based on the mechanism of parameterized REST
query [19], [20]. For an example, when a participant votes, the
client web application sends POST request with special URL.

Fig. 5. Search Activity individual

Algorithm 1 Interaction between Social Program service sscl
and Search service ssch using individual SearchActivity i
shared in smart space S

1: ssch subscribes to class of i;
2: sscl publishes i in S;
3: sscl subscribes to property stopSearch of i;
4: ssch receives i by subscription;
5: ssch extracts search type and parameters;
6: ssch performs the search and publishes the result in S;
7: ssch sets the search status in property stopSearch;
8: sscl receives the search status from stopSearch property;
9: sscl removes i from S;

The response has the following parameters: Placeslot UUID,
Person UUID, and vote value. (UUID stands for Universally
Unique Identifier.)

A particular case is how Social Program service interacts
with Web Page service. Social Program service makes uses
subscription based on notification VoteUpdate. When the
notification is received by Social Program service, the latter
creates a new JSON object is created, see Fig. 6. This object
follows the ontology for social program as a root element.
Individuals and their properties are stored in this object.

Fig. 6. Example of JSON object for Social Program service
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Fig. 7. Sequence for searching and start program processes

After formation of the object, it is sent to Web Page service
with unique URL in a POST request. The service replaces
the current object instance with a new JSON object. The new
instance is then used for background updates by AJAX calls
and for creating the page by the template engine. Notably
that this proposed interaction mechanism supports enhancing
SmartRoom with other services, which can interact with Web
Page service.

Processing steps. Figure 7 shows the process of searching
and start of program with use of the introduced mechanisms.
First, the organizers, after configuring available POIs in the
program, start search of photos and other media information.
Second, the organizers start the selected program. It entails
processing program in the JSON object and sending it to Web
Page service. The latter updates template source parameters
and hosts refreshed pages.

Figure 8 presents the process of accessing service pages
by clients and the vote process. Any client can get URL from
property hasClientUrl of individual SocialProgramService,
when the client starts or due to subscription. Participants
make their votes for some POIs, and corresponding properties
appear in the smart space. Web Page service publishes a

Fig. 8. Sequence for accessing by client and voting processes

notification for Social Program service. It recalculates votes
and forms a new JSON object. The page for client is updated
by AJAX calls.

Figure 9 presents the process of accessing service pages
for Agenda and Presentation screens. When organizers need
to show the social program, they switch modes on Agenda
and Presentation screens. For clients, the information access
is very similar. The assigned properties are hasAgendaSer-
viceUrl for Agenda service and hasPresentationServiceUrl
for Presentation service.
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Fig. 9. Sequence for accessing by Agenda and Presentation services

VI. CASE STUDY IMPLEMENTATION

Open source implementation of the considered services
can be found in the SmartRoom project at https://sourceforge.
net/projects/smartroom/. Table III presents the list of technolo-
gies our implementation utilizes in each service.

TABLE III. UTILIZED TECHNOLOGIES

Technology Services Description
Visual C# and .NET
Framework

Social Program
Search

Programming languages

Python Web Page

Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF)

Social Program Graphical user interface for orga-
nizers

SmartSlog SDK
(sourceforge.net/projects/
smartslog/)

Social Program
Search

Interaction with the SmartRoom
space

Python KPI Web Page

World Around Me search
engine
(oss.fruct.org/projects/
wam/)

Search Search media information, in-
cluding photos, POIs descrip-
tions, etc.

CherryPy
(www.cherrypy.org)

Web Page Python web engine for REST
query processing and accessing
web pages with service content

Mako
(www.makotemplates.org)

Web Page Python template engine for con-
structing web pages

HTML, JavaScript, CSS
jQuery
(jquery.com)
jQuery Mobile
(jquerymobile.com)

Web Page Web page programming tools

Fig. 10. Screenshots of Social Program service on personal mobile devices
(left-to-right, top-to-bottom): POI details with descriptions, voting event,
voting result for a POI, a POI list with voting results

Social Program service is written in Visual C# language
using .Net Framework. Windows Presentation Foundation
(WPF) is used for graphical user interface. SmartSlog SDK
is used for interaction with Smart-M3 SIB. Every individual
of the ontology is represented in an appropriate C# class with
the same properties (called a model in C#). This model is
used in building graphical user interface and for constructing
JSON objects for Web Page service.
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Fig. 11. Screenshots of Social Program service on public screens: a) Agenda
service, b) Presentation service

Figure 10 shows screenshots of Social Program service
interface. The first three screenshots demonstrates the service
view on personal mobile devices of the participants: 1) an
information page about a POI including a slide show of found
photos, 2) a page with incoming notification from the voting
process for this POI and 3) a page of recent voting results
for this POI. The last screenshot introduces the full list of
all POIs and voting result for each of them. Figure 11 shows
similar screenshots for Agenda and Presentation screens.

The Search service is written in Visual C# language using
.Net Framework. The serialization mechanism is used for web
services responses. Search service inherits the mechanisms
of WorldAroundMe search engine [21]. The latter consists
of Core and Drivers modules, aiming at the extensibility in
adding new web services and functions. The Core module
redirects search requests from e-Tourism services to appropri-
ate drivers. In turn, a driver queries its service and receives
data on POIs, e.g., links to images.

Web Page service is written in Python language. CherryPy
is used as a web engine and Mako as a template engine. There
are three main modules. The first one is a request dispatcher,
which is implemented with CherryPy. The dispatcher module
makes redirection to an appropriate module and invokes
actions based on the given URL. The second module is a
KP module, which uses Python KPI. The KP module is
responsible for operation with the SmartRoom space. The
third module is for templates; it is written using HTML,
JavaScript and CSS. Additionally, we use jQuery and jQuery
Mobile to simplify the code. The templates module constructs
web pages with information for users and provides them with
ability to perform feedback actions.

We performed a test deployment to measure the perfor-
mance of implemented services. The deployment involves two
personal computers (Linux/Windows) and five smartphones
(Windows Phone). Each PC has two core processors of
2.4 GHz, RAM 4 Gb, HDD 2.5 Tb with standard i/o speed.
A test program has 10 different places. We measured the
execution time of the following operations.

• Search of 20 photos for each place, 10 s on average.

• Transition of a JSON object from Social Program
service to Web Page service, 500 ms on average.

• Transition of updated votes from Web Page service
to Social Program service, 600 ms on average.

The high search time is due to operation with external
web services (Flickr and Panoramio), when the services
are requested sequentially. Indeed, parallel requests would
lead to better performance. The transition performance of
the implemented web-based interaction of services can be
concluded as suitable for practical use.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper continued our study on development of col-
laborative work environments. Our approach employs the
SmartRoom system to implement various services of different
domains within this base system. We showed that such an
application domain as tourism can be effectively used for
enhancing services of the SmartRoom system. The imple-
mented service for social program, supporting its collabora-
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tive construction by conference participants, demonstrates the
feasibility of our approach.
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